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The Modern Day TV Tray Debuts at the Inspired Home Show 

Eating on-the-go is messy. Yet, many of us eat at least one snack or meal


each day away from a dining table. Food spills, cups tip over and dishes or 


containers are left behind. But now on-the-go eating can be mess-free and 


comfortable with the Gogotray.


Simpler Day Products, LLC is debuting it’s premiere line of portable food 


trays at the Inspired Home Show in Chicago. The Gogotray is designed 


with deep, molded-in bowls, eliminating the need for additional 


dishes when eating away from a table. It’s deep, built-in bowl design 


allows full meals to be taken on-the-go and it’s detachable lap-cushion 


base elevates the tray to a comfortable height for eating. The tray includes 


a flush lid, cup holder, utensil straps and even a mobile device holder 
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making it an an all-in-one portable dining table, or better said, the modern 


day TV tray.


Gogotrays were designed by a mom needing a tidy & comfortable way to 


feed her family on-the-go, whether on a road trip, in the car after school or 


on the sofa for family movie night.  The Gogotray is a solution to a  


messy problem many people face when dining on the couch, nibbling in 


bed or snacking in the car.  The tray is designed to keep food where you 


want it and not where you don’t making it a useful product for anyone 2 


years old to 102! 


Available on Amazon, www.gogotrays.com and soon from big box and 


mom & pop retailers in your area.


Get your Gogotray and Go! 
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http://www.gogotrays.com

